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We have two main facets of our approach to Wellness. One is asking what the science says on
Five Pillars of Optimal Health Secrets. For that job clinical expertise in the musculoskeletal
pain field was of utmost importance. The Second facet is the Food Pain Connection utilizing Dr.
Ouellette’s Anti-Inflammatory Pain Relief Diet. Again, clinical expertise and astute
observation showed the way.

At Wellness Risk Management we are striking our focus at the Self-Help end of Wellness after
measuring people, putting numbers to multidimensional Wellness, then giving people an Action
Plan to improve a few priority qualities first. Then we progress to the next set of priorities until
126 items are blended into a client’s Wellness behavioural lifestyle. The client remains in control
and can customize priorities within the prioritized itemized list of actions to comply with the
science. It is not just doing the science once, it’s about doing the science regularly.

Our niche is in helping people help themselves with Evidence-Based Wellness leading to Chronic
Disease Prevention Strategies.

There are several revolutionary concepts we teach at Wellness Risk Management with regard to
multidimensional Wellness. And then, we add dance, specifically Lead-and-Follow dance. The
term lead-and-follow means that dance step memorization is required by both the woman and the
man, or the same sex dance partners who may have chosen this type of dance for a song or two.

Many same sex dance partners, that one might see on a dance floor in this dance type, are there
because of the fact that one person wishes to learn the opposite roll more thoroughly, possibly for
teaching purposes, or competitive purposes, or showmanship purposes. As a leader learns the
follower’s part that makes that lead person LEAD in a much better fashion. As a follower learns
the Lead’s part that makes that person FOLLOW in a much better fashion.

When we go to a four day dance workshop weekend where competition is offered during the
evenings, one can often see a competition called the Book-End Competition. This means this
competition will have same-sex dance partners competing against each other. The skill set to
achieve this is difficult but richly rewarded.

- - - -
Wellness Risk Management the New Wave of the Future.

Nutrition, Exercise, Spinal Health, Rest & Relaxation, Attitude & Perspective in Life
Measure – Assess - Identify - Prioritize - Motivate

- - - -
Making Wellness a Priority
Creating Value for Society

Helping Business Manager Wellness
Teaching Evidence-Based Wellness

Launching Wellness Risk Management Dance
Lots of New Learning, Lots of New Opportunities
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